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Abstract 

This thesis investigates whether a game world based solely on fluid dynamics could be an 

interesting alternative to one based on rigid bodies by presenting a prototype to players where 

they can control the movement of a fluid. The players evaluate the prototype’s responsiveness, 

intuitiveness, visual appeal, immersion, and how well they think the fluid could represent 

ghosts, flocks, magic, and a platformer avatar by rating them vocally while playing. 

The fluid physics engine prototype is a simple grid-based one that utilizes the ideal gas law and 

pressure gradient force to calculate the flow between its cells. It is unstable and thus cannot 

handle too large time-steps. Therefore, simulating many cells (more than 10000 for two fluids) 

at the same is a slow process, and the prototype can only present a pixelated result. If a high-

resolution game is in general preferred by players, a computationally efficient solution could 

consist of utilizing shaders for cell blending. 

In the experiments, all categories except the platform avatar received positive evaluations 

despite the prototype’s early stage, which according to theories presented within Swink’s Game 

Feel (Swink, 2009) and the MDA framework (Hunicke et al., 2004) may indicate that a game 

based on a fluid physics engine like this one could be entertaining. The simulation could 

possibly be run as a separate system to add game mechanics to a game based on rigid bodies as 

well. 

Keywords: alternative game engine, Eulerian cells, fluid dynamics, game mechanics, real-time 

simulation, game feel.  



 

 

  



 

 

Abstrakt 

Denna uppsats undersöker om en spelvärld baserad på flödesdynamik skulle kunna vara ett 

intressant alternativ till en baserad på solida kroppar genom att presentera en sådan prototyp för 

spelare som där får kontrollera en fluids rörelse. Spelarna har evaluerat prototypens 

responsivitet, intuitivitet, visuella kvalitéer, och immersitivitet, samt hur väl de tror att fluiden 

skulle kunna representera spöken, flockar, magi och en platformsavatar genom att betygsätta 

dessa muntligt medan de speltestat den. 

Flödesfysikmotorprototypen som utvecklats för att utföra experimentet är en enkel och 

rutnätsbaserad motor som utnyttjar den ideala gaslagen samt tryckgradientskraft för att beräkna 

flödet mellan dess celler. Den är instabil och kan således inte hantera för stora tidssteg, vilket 

leder till att det går långsamt att simulera stora mängder celler (över cirka 10000 för två fluider) 

samtidigt. Om ett snabbt och högupplöst spel baserat på denna simulator vore önskvärt skulle 

shaders möjligtvis kunna användas för att göra övergången mellan cellerna mindre markant. 

Enligt experimentet fick alla kategorier förutom platformsavataren trots prototypens tidiga 

skede positiv respons, vilket enligt Swinks Game Feel (Swink, 2009) och MDA-ramverket 

(Hunicke et al., 2004) kan tyda på att ett spel baserat på en flödessimulator som liknar denna 

har potential att vara grunden för ett underhållande spel. Simulatorn skulle även kunna köras 

som ett separat system för att bidra med spelmekanik baserad på fluider till spel vars fysik 

baseras på solida kroppar. 
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Glossary 

Fluid – A gas or a liquid. 

Real-Time – Something occurring in real time is live and instantaneous. 

Physics Engine – A program capable of running physics simulation in real time. 

FPE – Short for Fluid Physics Engine. 

Platformer – An action game sub-genre where the player-controlled character can jump 

between platforms. 

MDA – A framework of Mechanics, Dynamics and Aesthetics used for game analysis. 

Game Feel – A tactile sensation that may appear when interacting with a game. 

Ideal Gas Law – A physical law which is a good approximation to how gases behave under 

many circumstances. 

Pressure-gradient force – An acceleration that is directed from an area with high pressure to 

one with low pressure. 

Rigid Body – A solid body with mass that does not deform. 

Estuary – A partially enclosed body of water, like a fjord. 
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1 Introduction 

In many games, the emulation of fluids is limited to visual effects or a surface that alters 

gameplay mechanics. This thesis, however, further explores the possibilities of gameplay 

mechanics derived from fluid physical characteristics and oceanic phenomena. 

1.1 A Fluid World 

Oceanography is the study of the physical and biological aspects of the sea. Whereas games 

typically generalize most of its worlds’ components into rigid bodies, oceanographic 

calculations generalize its components into concentrations within seawater. As such, the water 

is considered different masses of unique properties, and these form a fluid world that is 

constantly in motion. 

 

Image 1: Cross Section of the Atlantic Ocean. Water masses of different oxygen concentrations 

can be observed (Schlitzer et. al, 2020). 

The use of such a system could potentially give rise to novel game mechanics, and the different 

masses of fluids could possibly represent anything from magical spells to ghosts and armies. 

But do the current computers process information fast enough to simulate it accurately in real-

time, and is it possible for players to control the movement of fluids and their contents in a fun 

and engaging way? 

1.2 Fluid Simulation and Player Control 

To explore the viability of a fluid game world, a physics engine prototype where one can control 

a fluid has been developed and presented to players who have evaluated aspects of it. The 

prototype is based on a simplified Eulerian cell simulation, and the aspects of the evaluation 

have been chosen with Swink’s Game Feel (Swink, 2009) and the MDA framework (Hunicke 

et al., 2004) in mind. These are theories further explained within the background section. 
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Within the theory and method section, one can read about the design of the FPE (fluid physics 

engine) developed for this thesis. Despite being a very simple one that should not require much 

mathematical or programming skills to create, its results can appear quite advanced. 

 

 

 

Image 2: A fluid from the simulation made for this thesis, showing smoke-like patterns when 

falling due to gravity. Gravity was not a part of the playtesting, but it is one of many variables 

that can be adjusted within the simulation. 

1.3 Games with Fluids 

Below, five games where fluids play a bigger part than visually appealing surfaces are listed. 

In Flower (2009), you play as wind, and you carry petals. The wind you play as, however, is a 

single rigid body unit. It does not behave like a fluid but only animates as you control it and 

triggers other animations such as the grass’ movement. 

One of the base mechanics in The Legend of Zelda: The Wind Waker (2002) is that you can 

control which way the wind blows and draw use of that with different equipment. This wind 

does not behave much like a fluid either. It is generalized to the same constant everywhere. 

Minecraft (2011) is grid-based and has liquid source blocks that pour liquid but stay where you 

placed them. The cells they fill with water may have a stream-effect which carries some objects 

in its direction. These blocks may fill any number of cells with water if they are downhill. When 

running across a plain surface for too long, or into a wall, it stops spreading (needless to say, 

that is not how fluids work in reality), however, since it consists of cells, it somewhat reminds 

of an Eulerian fluid simulation (further explained in the next chapter). 

In Subnautica (2018), you are stuck on an ocean planet and forced to explore its waters to 

survive. It gets darker the deeper you go, and the pressure increases (possibly damaging your 

submarine). However, there are no real different water masses or currents. The sea is a constant. 

Splatoon (2015) uses particle-based fluid simulation for their guns. The fluid they shoot hits 

rigid objects, color them, and disappear. 
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2 Background 

While emulation of fluid is not rare in games per se, it often only exists for visual effects, and 

many of its physical properties that could result in interesting gameplay mechanics are 

squandered. This could be because of the difficulties presented when trying to emulate them 

physically, as one who tries will stumble upon the Navier-Stokes partial differential equation 

or the need for an overwhelming amount of interacting particles. (Braley, 2009). 

The first part of this background section gives a small introduction to fluid simulation: hopefully 

simplifying the concept. 

2.1 Fluid Simulation 

To avoid any confusion about simulations and animations, a brief explanation of the difference 

between them follows. 

While animations consist of frames and are pre-recorded and played, simulations are based on 

calculations and often attempts to predict a physical system. They can behave in many ways 

depending on the circumstances. 

Simulations can be used for science and to render frames for animations. The latter was 

effectively done for the water in Disney’s Moana (2016) and the snow in Frozen (2013). When 

using simulations in such ways, every frame may take a lot of time to render, and therefore 

simulations in real-time computer games must often be simplified. 

2.1.1 Large-Scale Simulation 

When it comes to simulating fluids physically, there are generally two ways: to simulate 

individual particles or make a mathematical model of their general behavior. For large-scale 

physical simulations, it is often impractical to simulate individual particles due to their vast 

amount (the ideal gas law can, for example, describe the pressure generated by millions of 

molecules bouncing around). Therefore, within marine science simulations, mathematical 

models are used (Petrovskii, 2015, p.6).  

Image 3: A simple box model for 

substance budget in an estuary 

(estuaries are partially enclosed 

transition areas between a river and 

maritime environments such as fjords). 

C is the concentration of the substance 

within the estuary, C0 the 

concentration of it in the ocean, Cf the 

concentration of it in runoff water from 

land, Q is the water flow, and Sc is a 

local source or sink of the substance. 

Made using Photoshop (2012). 

As an example, one can illustrate a 

mathematical box model of the 

exchange of elements between estuaries and seas. This model is a simple one since it has only 

one box (the estuary). In other models, such as the Eulerian, multiple three-dimensional boxes 

can be interacting with each other. 
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2.1.2 Cells and Particles 

A typical Eulerian cell grid consists of boxes that transfer matter into (and receive matter from) 

their neighboring cells. It utilizes the Navier-Stokes equation (an advanced partial differential 

equation) to describe this flow. Doing this for many cells requires a lot of computations. 

When used for real-time simulation, the Eulerian cell method is often referred to as an unstable 

solution as fluid starts to oscillate between cells if the time steps between the frames of the 

simulation are too long. According to Medvecký-Heretik (2018, p.10), a Lagrangian particle-

based simulation can be considered more intuitive and viable for real-time applications such as 

video games. 

Within Lagrangian simulation, particles that can move around represent packages of fluid.  In 

contrast to the Eulerian simulation, this is considered a stable solution (it can handle any time 

step). There are, however, also benefits of using cell-based simulations, as they are generally 

more accurate (Braley and Sandu, 2009, p.1). 

There is a solution which, according to Medvecký-Heretik (2018, p.11), claims the best of two 

worlds despite having a higher computational cost. It is the “semi-Lagrangian” model. It has 

been rediscovered by many scientists and gone under different names (Stam, 2013). Simplified, 

the way it works is that a fluid behaves as a particle when transported between cells. A benefit 

of using a “semi-Lagrangian” model to a purely Eulerian one is that it can handle any time step 

without becoming unstable, thus being able to simulate faster despite its higher computation 

cost (Braley and Sandu, 2009, p.1). 

2.1.3 Earlier works 

Cheng and Müller (2011) presented a fluid simulation method capable of simulating large-scale 

three-dimensional liquids in ways previously limited to offline computation. They did this by 

solving the inviscid Euler equations (which is part of the Navier-Stoke equations if the fluid’s 

viscosity is assumed to be zero) for cells in a grid and discretizing depth by using tall cells to 

represent water height. While this method results in an interesting surface, the discretization of 

data in the depths removes valuable information for simulating detailed movement of matters 

beneath it, see Image 1. 

Some of their work is based on the methods developed by Foster and Fedkiw (2001) that can 

interact with rigid bodies. Both of their methods are based on a “semi-Lagrangian” model. So, 

as one might understand, accurate fluid simulation and rigid body simulation are not mutually 

exclusive, and while this thesis does not focus on it, it is an interesting topic. 

Avramoussis (2014) made a GPU Implementation of Stam’s implicit fluid solver using CUDA, 

allowing a semi-lagrangian model to be run highly efficiently on the GPU. Stam (2003) gives 

a thorough guide on how to make a solver like his. 

2.2 Game Design 

2.2.1 MDA 

MDA stands for Mechanics, Dynamics, and Aesthetics. It is a framework often used to analyze 

games. The mechanics are the base components of the game (its rules), the dynamics are how 

the game behaves when a player is interacting with it, and the aesthetics are the emotional 

response by the player (Hunicke et al., 2004). 
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While the FPE presented within this thesis is more of a toy than a game (because it lacks an 

objective for the player other than to learn the controls), and MDA is not quite applicable to it, 

it is important to understand the role it could play in it. Theoretically, existing games based on 

the physics of rigid bodies (such as first-person shooters) could all be transferred to an FPE 

with formless fluids replacing the rigid body polygons, and thus an FPE would mostly affect 

the sensation of the aesthetics due to its difference in visual appearance. The way an FPE 

function, however (with transportation of volumes between cells instead of points between 

places in space), presents a new way of thinking about the movement, size, and collision of 

objects. Hence, in the right hands, the usage and understanding of an FPE could possibly result 

in innovative mechanics, which in turn might affect both aesthetics and dynamics. 

2.2.2 Swink’s Game Feel 

In his book, Game Feel: A Designer’s Guide to Virtual Sensation, Swink (2009, p.xiii) writes 

about “Game Feel” as a sensation that appears when playing games where you control units in 

real-time with a steady flow of information and input, and directly interact with a simulated 

space. It is what makes a new player of a racing game use their whole body for steering when 

all they really must do is to press a couple of buttons.  

Aesthetic polish is important for Game Feel. Without the right visual and sound effects, the 

game becomes less perceptually convincing and less appealing, no matter how well polished 

the rest is (Swink, 2009, p.6). 

Game Feel can occur without the real-time control of units by utilizing audiovisual effects as 

well. Swink (2009, p.9) gives an example of how Starcraft (1998) achieves this. However, he 

also explains that that is not true Game Feel as Starcraft (1998) does not have a simulated 

physical space nor real-time control. 

Swink (2009, p.10) lists the most common experiences that comprise game feel as: 

• The aesthetic control of sensation (what causes someone to play with all their body, 

and the feel of impact of one’s input) 

• The pleasure of learning, practicing and mastering a skill 

• Extension of senses (when one gets a good feeling for the size and movements of your 

avatar and can control it by some intuition) 

• Extension of identity (when one has come to view the avatar of a game as an extension 

of oneself, thinking “I got hurt” when your avatar gets hurt, for example) 

• Interaction with a unique physical reality within the game (to get a feel for the 

physical rules within a world, like the mass and behavior of all its objects) 

He also presents a three-part definition of Game Feel, which consists of real-time control, 

simulated space, and polish (2009, p.2). Real-time control refers to when the display is showing 

at least 10 frames per second, the input response time is less than 100ms, and when the game 

has a continuous and unbroken feedback loop (2009, pp. 35-36). The polish is everything that 

is not part of the physical simulation, such as visual feedback that is layered on (2009, pp. 5-6). 

When measuring game feel, Swink states that live players are needed. “There’s no way around 

it; the output of a game system is player experience. To master it, you’ve got to measure it, you 

need live players” (Swink, 2009, p.82). And he lists 6 of the most important aspects to measure: 

1. Input – The physical construction of the device through which player intent is expressed 

to the system and how this changes Game Feel. 
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2. Response – How the system processes, modulates and responds to player input in real-

time. 

3. Context – The effect of simulated space on game feel. How collision code and level 

design give meaning to real-time control. 

4. Polish – Effects that artificially enhance the impression of a unique physical reality in 

the game. 

5. Metaphor – How the game’s representation and treatment change player expectations 

about the behaviour, movement, and interactions of game objects. 

6. Rules – How arbitrary relationships between abstracted variables in the game change 

player perception of game objects, define challenges, and modify sensations of control. 

It is important for the player to feel as if they can transfer their intention to the game via the 

controls (Swink, 2009, p.24). If at an early stage of game development, before a lot of polish, 

one comes to realize that the movement feels unintuitive, it is highly possible that it is going to 

suffer from poor game feel no matter how much it is developed. 

2.3 Purpose 

The purpose of this thesis is to investigate whether a fluid simulation could be used for 

implementing mechanics derived from fluid dynamics and oceanic phenomena into future 

games and if a player can intuitively interact with such a simulation in a fun and immersive 

way. It does so by designing and analyzing an FPE, and by presenting it to players who test it 

and scores different aspects of it. The aspects have been designed with Swink’s Game Feel in 

mind, but as the FPE is no game per se, they have been redesigned to measure potential game 

feel instead of actual game feel. 

To what extent is a grid-based fluid simulation viable as a foundation of a game? What potential 

does it have for Game Feel, aesthetics, and mechanics inspired by oceanic phenomena? 
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3 Theory and Method 

3.1 Fluid Simulation 

While a semi-Lagrangian simulation in many ways seemed like the optimal option for fluid 

simulation, it is quite advanced, and the decision was made to make a simulation as simple as 

possible to save time for research and writing. It is intended as a 2D FPE with a side view, to 

resemble a cross-section of the ocean (see Image 1). Thus, the surface is generalized, as opposed 

to what was done in the works of Cheng and Müller (2011). A short explanation of how it 

functions follows. 

Firstly, there is a grid with cells containing fluid. By assuming the fluid to behave like an ideal 

gas, the pressure of each cell can easily be calculated depending on how much fluid it contains 

by using the Ideal Gas Law. 

𝑃𝑉 = 𝑁𝑅𝑇 

Where 𝑃 is the pressure, 𝑉 is the volume, 𝑁 is the amount of gas molecules, 𝑅 is the ideal gas 

constant and 𝑇 is the temperature in Kelvin. 

The pressure of a cell, in its turn, translates into an acceleration of its fluid by comparing it to 

the pressure of the neighboring cells, thus introducing a pressure gradient. 

𝑎 =  − (
1

𝜌
) ∙

𝑑𝑃

𝑑𝑧
 

Where 𝑎 is the acceleration,  𝜌 is its density, 𝑑𝑧 is the distance to its neighbouring cell, and 𝑑𝑃 

the pressure difference between them. The acceleration adds to a mass flow between the cells 

depending on time (as does gravity and other forces within the simulation). And likewise, the 

mass flows. 
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Image 4: A simple visualization of how the simulation operates. The arrows are flow velocities 

that move present fluids from one cell to another in volumes. Image made using Photoshop 

(2012). 

To avoid problems that occur in this simulation when velocities get high and more volume than 

what is available tries to transfer, simplified time-based friction was added before the matter 

transports, like this: 

𝑉 = 𝑉 ∙ 𝑓(
𝑑𝑡

𝑀∙𝑥
)
 

Where 𝑉 is the flow velocity, 𝑓 the power of the friction, 𝑑𝑡 the time between frames, 𝑀 the 

fluid’s molecular weight and 𝑥  a constant for easy management of how much impact the 

molecular weight of different fluids should have. 

The simulation contains two different fluids, which are both affected by the same pressure-

based force induction. However, they flow separately, and by using different input, forces can 

be applied to them individually. The mouse was chosen as input as the fluid needed a point to 

move towards (further explained in the discussion section). 

For playtesting, two different control types were made. One that made the player fluid behave 

much like a rigid body and one that further utilized the physics behind the engine. They were: 

1. Movement by Induced Force 

Much like in games using rigid bodies, the force in this experiment is added directly to 

the player representing fluid, resulting in a coordinated and decisive motion of it. 

2. Movement by Pressure Gradient 

Instead of directly applying force to the player fluid, input creates a vacuum which it 

flows towards based on the laws of physics. This creates unique patterns of motion each 

time, but the fluid will always get to its designated destination. 

The FPE code was written with C++ in Visual Studio 2019, with the SDL2 library for visuals 

and input. 

3.2 Research 

To research how well this FPE could work as a foundation for a game world: playtesting was 

made. The players scored aspects of the FPE and were observed while playing to measure the 

FPE’s potential Game Feel and to consider possible applications of it. 

The results were then analyzed and reflected upon in relation to Swink’s Game Feel. The engine 

itself was also analyzed to get a clear understanding of what it could do. 

3.3 Playtesting and Evaluations 

There were 13 playtesters with different backgrounds and educations. All were between 20 and 

30 years, most living in Gothenburg, and, to some extent, acquainted with me. The playtesting 

was made on my laptop, which I brought along when I was to meet friends and friends of 

friends. 

The playtests were conducted by first explaining to the player how the controls worked and 

observing them as they learnt them. When it seemed like they had got the hang of it, they were 

to vocally rate the following from 1-10 while playing: 
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Control 1 (Holding the mouse button adds force to the fluid, making it go towards the mouse) 

• Intuitiveness 

• Responsiveness 

• Immersiveness 

• Visual Appeal 

Control 2 (Holding the mouse button creates a vacuum around the mouse, making the fluid 

move there based on the laws of physics) 

• Intuitiveness 

• Responsiveness 

• Immersiveness 

• Visual Appeal  

How well the fluids could represent… 

• Flocks 

• Ghosts 

• Magic 

• A Platformer Avatar 

The ratings were taken note of on paper, and later brought together for diagrams, means, and 

standard deviations. 

As some players were confused by some of the terms, they were given short explanations of 

their meaning when necessary. 

• Intuitiveness: How easy was it to learn and grasp? To what extent does the fluid behave 

as you intend it to behave? 

• Responsiveness: How fast does the fluid respond to your input? How swiftly does it do 

what you want? 

• Immersiveness: To what extent can you feel like you are the fluid when you are 

controlling it? 

• Visual Appeal: How well does it look? 

• Flocks: How well could it, for example, represent bees, a school of fish, a murder of 

crows, or an army? 

• Ghosts: How well can you see the fluid as a ghost floating around? 

• Magic: How well could you imagine wizards throwing around fluids as these like 

spells? 

• A Platformer Avatar: How well do you think a fluid like the one in this FPE could 

replace Mario in, for example, Super Mario World (1990)?  
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4 Results 

4.1 Game Engine 

Control type 1 resulted in a decisive and uniform movement with a fast ascent to top speed. 

 

Image 5: Picture from simulation. Control type 1 flow behavior. Fluid moving right. Look 

carefully to see turbulence behind it. 

Control type 2 resulted in interesting flowing patterns with an acceleration speed depending on 

how far away from the fluid the vacuum was made. 

 

Image 6: Picture from simulation. Control type 2 flow behavior. Fluid moving right. 
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By changing variables within the FPE, a plethora of different fluid behaviors could be created. 

But for the gas to be able to run in real-time, its movement could not be too fast, nor the 

framerate too low. For swift-moving gas, about 10000 cells could be processed in real-time on 

an Omen by HP Laptop 15-dc1xxx with an i5-9300H CPU and an Nvidia Geforce GTX 1660 

Ti GPU. 

4.2 Player Evaluations 

Thirteen persons playtested and vocally rated the chosen aspects. The results from the 

playtesting are here presented as means with standard deviations and then diagrams. All 

diagrams are made using Google Sheets (2006). 

Control Type: 1 2 

 Mean Std Mean Std 

Intuitiveness 8.38 1.93 8.31 1.44 

Responsiveness 8.30 2.02 8.54 1.61 

Immersiveness 6 2.38 6.23 3.06 

Visual Appeal 7.46 1.56 6.85 2.15 

Table 1: Means and standard deviations for the evaluation results of the different control types. 

 Flock Ghost Magic Platformer 

Mean 7.08 6.38 7.54 5.25 

Std 2.63 2.69 2.40 3.14 

Table 2: means and standard deviations for evaluation results considering how well the FPE 

could portray different objects. 

Diagram 1: Results from the experiment on intuitiveness for the different control types.
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Diagram 2: Results from the experiment on responsiveness for the different control types. 

 

Diagram 1: Results from the experiment on immersiveness for the different control types. 
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Diagram 4: Results from the experiment on visual appeal for the different control types. 

 

 

Diagram 5: Results from the experiment on how well the FPE could resemble flock behavior. 
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Diagram 6: Results from the experiment on how well the FPE could work for ghost behavior. 

 

Diagram 7: Results from the form on how well the FPE could work for magic behavior. 
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Diagram 8: Results from the form on how well the FPE could work for platformer avatar 

behavior. One person chose not to answer. 
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5 Analysis 

5.1 Player Evaluations 

Firstly, more playtesters could have been used for higher accuracy. For the following analysis, 

some trends will still be analyzed. A mean score above 5.5 is considered positive a rating, while 

one below is considered a negative rating (because if 50% of the players picked 10 and 50% of 

the players picked 1, it would result in a mean score of 5.5). 

It must be noted that there was no other objective within the FPE for the players than to learn 

the controls. The results could have been different if there were hazards to avoid within the 

game, etc. For example, Swink (2009, p.4) mentions the importance of level design and 

collisions in a simulated space, and that is a point where this FPE is lacking. The total lack of 

other objects in the simulation might severely affect the feel of it. 

5.1.1 Intuitiveness 

Both control types scored high in intuitiveness. All the players seemed comfortable with the 

mouse as a controller. While it was noted that players grasped the first control type faster, they 

grasped the second control type just as fast after a brief explanation (which could have been 

given in a game scenario). 

5.1.2 Responsiveness  

While both control types scored high here as well, the second one scored a little bit higher. This 

seems a bit confusing since the first control type causes the player fluid to accelerate much 

swifter and to keep itself together, resulting in a much more strict and predictable movement. 

Swink (2009, p.125) mentions how a slow acceleration phase (which it is in control type 2) can 

cause a player to feel as if it is not responsive, while a short attack phase feels tight and 

responsive (as in case 1), and the result does not seem to indicate this. These results may have 

to do with the lack of simulated space. 

5.1.3 Immersiveness  

The score mean of the control types’ immersiveness was high and similar, but a difference in 

distribution can be noted. The second control type had both more high and low picks, while the 

first one was more focused in the middle (seen on Diagram 3). 

Maybe due to the lack of other objects (and objectives in the game), it was hard to note any 

extension of senses or identity. No player was playing with their whole body. 

5.1.4 Visual Appeal  

An interesting thing about the FPE is that it almost completely lacks what Swink refers to as 

polish and still managed to score so high with only the appearance of its simulated space. Of 

course, players can have chosen their scores with the FPE's early state in mind. 

5.1.5 Representation 

The platformer avatar was the only one to fall below 5.5 in the score (and to be considered low). 

Generally, though, the opinions of what the fluid could represent differed a lot, and the results 

showed wide distributions. So, despite not being united on what the fluids could represent, this 

data might indicate that it has the potential to represent many things and maybe fulfill the need 

of different target audiences. However, the fluid might have a difficult time representing a 
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single rigid character (as one might imagine a typical platformer avatar) since it is difficult to 

decide its shape or attach a sprite to it. 

5.2 Simulation 

The math of the FPE is not physically correct. It was hastily designed, and the physical 

resemblance was considered enough. As an example: within the FPE, fluid loses its momentum 

when moving between cells. Complicated differential equations were also simplified. 

A foreseen problem was the instability of a purely Eulerian solution, which sets the limit of the 

number of cells that can be run at the same time. Further optimization and usage of the GPU 

for calculations could increase the number of cells that can swiftly be processed in real-time, or 

possibly a “semi-Lagrangian” approach which will allow any timestep. Time, however, was too 

scarce for such researches.  
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6 Discussion 

6.1 Eulerian Instability  

The Eulerian instability appears to be the main flaw of this FPE, as a low framerate or fast fluid 

flow velocities completely breaks the simulation. The extent of how much this could be 

improved upon by using the GPU for calculations as Avramoussis (2014) and optimizing the 

code further is unknown, but, if one were to make a game out of this, more than two fluids 

would most likely be desired, and there has not been any testing of how that would affect the 

framerate. A semi-Lagrangian solution is possibly a better option for a final version of an FPE 

as a game foundation, even though it reduces some of the accuracies in fluid transfer provided 

by the purely Eulerian model (Braley and Sandu, 2009, p.1). 

6.2 Controls 

During the development of the FPE, additional input designs were tried. It was found that 

controls such as arrow keys, which moved all the fluid simultaneously in the same straight 

direction from its own position, caused the fluid to spread uncontrollably. This control type was 

kept out from the research because of its obvious flaws. A single point was needed as a 

destination for the fluid to stay together as one unit. 

The first control type was designed to resemble the movement of a rigid body unit as much as 

possible (to try and score a high potential Game Feel), and the second one to push the 

boundaries of a player-representing unit’s behavior by utilizing the physics of the FPE. The 

results seem to point towards that both of them can be viable. 

6.3 Possible Applications 

There were no real collisions within this FPE as pressure gradients moved everything in natural, 

physical ways, and fluids would not try to enter solid cells. They could, however, technically 

work in interesting ways. Two fluids can be in one cell at the same time, and if they were, that 

could be registered as a collision.  Depending on how much of which fluids a cell contains, 

chemistry-inspired reactions could be made to take place. These reactions could, for example, 

add or remove fluids or heat. The different fluids had different weights and were thus able to 

push other fluids aside easier. The way the TPE works theoretically seems to be able to make 

game mechanics out of oceanic phenomena such as chemical reactions, currents, and layering 

of different water masses. 

If the FPE were to be used together with an ordinary physics engine based on rigid bodies: it 

could easily provide a field of information (similar to a vector field), which rigid objects could 

be affected by (such as being accelerated by the movement of fluid within the cells). The field 

could also be invisible and operate on large scales: possibly simulating an atmosphere and 

interestingly providing weather simulation. 

With further research into the works of Foster and Fedkiw (2001) and more development, this 

FPE could possibly interact physically with rigid body polygons as well. 

6.4 Audio/Visual Options 

Zero audio and minimal visual feedback was used within the FPE, but in theory, one could use 

the data provided by the FPE and add a lot of both. 

Shaders could be made to blend the cells, resulting in a seemingly higher resolution without 

affecting the framerate much. Variables such as the pressure and velocity of the fluids could be 
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taken advantage of, as sounds, particle systems, and animations could be tied to their values for 

polish. 

The FPE received positive feedback on its visuals despite being able to be polished much further 

in theory, and this might indicate that it is something with a lot of aesthetic potential. 

6.5 Conclusion 

Even though the prototype that was playtested was not a game, the results from the playtesting 

may imply that it has the potential of a good Game Feel, as players had no problems controlling 

and perceiving one fluid as one unit in real-time. Some players even seemed to feel immersion 

despite the prototype's early state. All this implies that the FPE presented in this thesis, in 

theory, is a viable physics engine that could form a foundation for game mechanics and provide 

its part of real-time control and simulation of physical space in Game Feel. 

As for how it relates to the MDA framework: 

• Mechanics: It seems that the engine could handle collision detection in a novel way, 

making mechanics inspired by chemistry and oceanography available. How it would 

handle more than two fluids simultaneously (performance wise), though, is something 

that would have to be tested further. 

• Dynamics: Not much can be said about the dynamics due to the prototype not being a 

game per se. In the prototype, players were just moving around, seemingly enjoying 

how the fluids were moving. 

• Aesthetics: Even though no animations, shaders, sound effects, or particle effects were 

part of the prototype, players generally seemed to consider it aesthetically appealing. 

This could mean it has a good aesthetic potential. 

From this study, fluid dynamics seem to have the potential of being more than visual effects, 

and an FPE like the one presented in this thesis might be able to convey them as novel 

mechanics. 
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Appendix 

A. Fluid Representation Evaluations 

Flock Ghost Magic Platformer 

10 9 10 7 

7 9 6 9 

7 7 10 6 

7 6 4 1 

4 2 7 1 

9 7 9 5 

10 10 8 NaN 

8 6 8 1 

9 5 8 6 

1 1 3 10 

4 5 10 6 

8 7 5 3 

8 9 10 8 

 

B. Control Type 1 Evaluations 

Intuitiveness Responsiveness Immersiveness Visual Appeal 

10 9 7 7 

10 10 5 6 

10 7 10 10 

4 5 2 8 

9 7 6 8 

6 4 6 8 

10 10 7 10 

8 9 8 7 

9 8 9 8 

9 10 2 5 

8 9 6 5 

10 10 4 7 

6 10 6 8 
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C. Control Type 2 Evaluations 

Intuitiveness Responsiveness Immersiveness Visual Appeal 

8 9 8 7 

8 10 8 7 

10 9 9 10 

10 8 2 3 

10 9 2 4 

8 8 7 7 

7 7 9 5 

6 4 9 9 

8 9 10 10 

9 9 1 7 

8 9 6 5 

10 10 4 7 

6 10 6 8 

 


